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Performance Evaluation of FM-DCSK Modulation in
Multipath Environments
Michael Peter Kennedy, Fellow, IEEE, Géza Kolumbán, Senior Member, IEEE, Gábor Kis, Student Member, IEEE,
and Zoltán Jákó, Student Member, IEEE

Abstract—Kolumbán [1] has shown that, under specified conditions, the noise performance of frequency-modulated differential chaos shift keying (FM-DCSK) in a single-ray additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel is independent of the shape of the
underlying waveform. This paper discusses the qualitative features
of the FM-DCSK system and characterizes the performance of this
system in standard reference multipath channels.
Index Terms—Chaotic communications, chaotic modulation,
low-pass equivalent model, multipath performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N CHAOTIC communications systems, the digital information to be transmitted is mapped to inherently wide-band signals. In this sense, these systems offer a novel solution to spread
spectrum communications.
Although the noise performance of known chaotic digital
modulation schemes in single-ray additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channels [2] lags behind that of conventional
modulation schemes based on periodic waveforms, the performance degradation of chaotic modulation schemes is less
under certain propagation conditions where coherent reception
is impossible. In particular, frequency-modulated differential
chaos shift keying (FM-DCSK) [3], [4] offers robustness
against multipath and channel imperfections.
The objective of this paper is to provide a detailed performance evaluation of the FM-DCSK system in multipath environments. We focus on a particular FM-DCSK system, which
has been developed in the framework of a long term research
project sponsored by the European Commission.
The spectral properties of an FM-DCSK signal are
first discussed, and then the characteristic features of the
FM-DCSK system are identified. Next, the noise performance
of FM-DCSK is evaluated.
One of the most important potential applications of
FM-DCSK is in data communications over multipath channels.
A tapped delay line model of a multipath channel is introduced
and the qualitative and quantitative behavior of FM-DCSK in
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multipath channels is determined. The data of the multipath
channel used in our simulations correspond to a typical wireless
local area network (WLAN) application.
The Personal Communication System Joint Technical
Committee (PCS JTC) has developed comprehensive channel
models for simulating the multipath performance of radio systems for indoor applications; models are available for typical
indoor office, residential, and commercial environments [5]. In
Section V-D, we present results for the multipath performance
of FM-DCSK in these propagation environments.
II. SPECTRUM OF TRANSMITTED FM-DCSK SIGNAL
In the FM-DCSK modulation scheme, the binary information to be transmitted is mapped to a wide-band signal. The
objectives of spreading the transmitted signal are twofold: to
overcome the multipath propagation problem and to reduce the
transmitted power spectral density in order to minimize interference with other radio communications in the same frequency
band.
This section shows how FM-DCSK signals can be generated.
The FM-DCSK technique spreads the RF signal to be transmitted and reduces its average power spectral density. In an
FM-DCSK modulator, a chaotic signal is fed into an FM modulator to generate a wide-band RF band-pass signal with constant power; DCSK modulation is then applied to this wide-band
signal.
Let the chaotic spreading signal be generated by a dis.
crete-time chaotic circuit, which is sampled with period
Throughout this work, we consider an implementation of the
Bernoulli shift map:

The output of the chaotic signal generator is offset by 0.5
]), and
V (to have zero mean), scaled by 2 (to lie in [
quantized to ten bits (corresponding to 1024 different levels).
The quantized signal is converted into the continuous-time domain by a zero-order hold circuit, as shown in Fig. 1, where
denotes the bit duration. The hold time is determined by the chip
rate. In our simulations, the chip rate is 20 MHz.
The output of the zero-order hold circuit is a piecewise con. This signal is
tinuous chaotic signal, which we denote by
is
applied to the input of an FM modulator, whose output
defined by

1057–7122/00$10.00 © 2000 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of FM-DCSK transmitter including the zero-order hold circuit.

where
and denote the amplitude and center frequency of
is the gain of
the FM modulator output, respectively, while
V,
MHz, and
modulator. In our simulations,
MHz/V.
has been chosen such that the RF
The modulator gain
bandwidth of the FM-DCSK signal is 17 MHz when the chip
rate is 20 MHz. This corresponds to the channel allocation of
the IEEE 802.11 WLAN standard.
Simulated spectra of the chaotic FM modulator output and
the FM-DCSK signal are plotted in Fig. 2 for the FM-DCSK
transmitter. The digital information to be transmitted is modeled
by a random binary sequence.
To illustrate the relationship between the bit duration and
the skirt of the FM-DCSK signal, Fig. 2(b) shows spectra for
s and
s. Inspecting Fig. 2(b), we conclude
that by choosing appropriate values for the chip rate and peak
frequency deviation of the FM modulator, DCSK modulation
does not cause periodic components in the spectrum, but it does
increase the skirt considerably.
To minimize interference with other radio channels, the
power generated outside the 17 MHz RF bandwidth has to be
kept as low as possible. The skirt can be lowered by increasing
the bit duration, but increasing reduces the attainable data
rate and degrades the noise performance [1]. Alternatively, the
unwanted skirt can be suppressed, without reducing the data
rate, by means of a band-pass filter at the transmitter.
In the FM-DCSK system, the instantaneous frequency of the
transmitted signal is constant only for a very short time interval
(the chip time). Thus, the transmitted energy is never concentrated about a certain frequency; rather, it is spread continuously over the entire RF channel bandwidth. If this signal interferes with a narrow-band radio channel in the same band,
then it simply increases the background “noise level,” and so reduces the quality of that channel, but it does not interrupt it. In
this respect, the spectral properties of the FM-DCSK system are
qualitatively similar to those of a direct sequence (DS) spread
spectrum system. If the power spectral density of the FM-DCSK
system remains under the noise floor of the other narrow-band
users then its presence may not even be noticed.
III. TOOLS FOR SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Chaotic communications systems present several challenges
for the system developer. Most importantly, theoretical results
for the noise performance of FM-DCSK have only recently become available [1]. Even with these results, the performance of

Fig. 2. Output spectra of the (a) FM and (b) DCSK modulators in an
FM-DCSK system. T is set to 2 s and 16 s to illustrate the effect of bit
duration on the height of the skirts.

an FM-DCSK system can still be determined analytically only
in the simplest case of a single-ray AWGN channel [2], where an
ideal channel filter is used. Determination of the system performance under various propagation conditions and for nonideal
system and circuit parameters, and the support of circuit and
subsystem development all require a comparative performance
evaluation by computer simulation.
The block diagram of a differentially coherent FM-DCSK RF
system is shown in Fig. 3, where is the observation signal,
and
denote the input and output of the FM-DCSK
and
demodulator, respectively. The FM-DCSK signal is mixed up
to 2.4 GHz for operation in the 2.4 GHz ISM band. The modis therefore centered at 2.4 GHz. The
ulator’s RF output
system performance can be evaluated by computer simulation
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Fig. 3.

Block diagram of an FM-DCSK RF system.

Fig. 4.

Low-pass equivalent model of the FM-DCSK chaotic communications system in Fig. 3.

directly in the RF domain, or a low-frequency equivalent model
can be developed [6].
Figure 4 shows the low-pass equivalent of the FM-DCSK RF
system shown in Fig. 3. The details of the transformation can be
found in [6]. In the figure, each signal is replaced by its complex
envelope; the indexes and denote the in-phase and quadrature components of the complex envelopes [2]. The complex envelope of the channel noise is denoted by
and the complex impulse response of the channel filter is given
. To minimize the simulation time,
by
channel selection is performed by a zero-phase channel filter
. The attenuation of the telecommuni[7] for which
cations channel is denoted by .
Note that the low-pass equivalent model gives directly the
and
relationship between the two low-pass signals
which are needed in the simulation. The carrier frequency has
been removed completely and only slowly-varying low-pass
signals appear in the equivalent model so simulation time is
minimized.
Channel models for specific simulations will be discussed in
Sections IV and V.

signal, which bit was most likely transmitted. When wrong decisions are made, bit errors occur. The quality of a digital communications system is characterized by the bit error rate (BER)
which quantifies the average number of bit errors for specified
channel conditions.
In this section, the noise performance of FM-DCSK is compared with that of FSK and GFSK, assuming a linear band-pass
channel with AWGN and using a tenth-order channel filter. The
channel model, including multipath effects, is shown in Fig. 5.
In this section, only a single-ray channel is considered; the effects of multipath on the performance of FM-DCSK will be discussed in Section V.
A. Relationship Between SNR and BER
To characterize the performance of a digital communications
scheme, one must determine the BER as a function of the ratio
of the signal energy per bit
to the noise spectral density
.
However, in a physical system, the signal to noise ratio (SNR),
, can be measured. Knowing the total bandrather than
and the bit duration
width of the RF channel selection filter
, the SNR at the input of the demodulator can be related to
as follows:

IV. NOISE PERFORMANCE OF FM-DCSK
In a digital communications system, the analog sample functions carrying the information pass through a telecommunications channel, in which they are corrupted by noise and may also
suffer from distortion and multipath effects. The demodulator
must decide, on the basis of the corrupted and distorted received

(1)
A digital communications system is typically expected to per. In many applications, such
form with a BER of less than
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Fig. 5. Model of AWGN RF channel including the effects of multipath.

as a wireless local area network, the SNR may be as low as
0 dB in the worst case [8], [9].
B. Noise Performance in an AWGN Channel
An analytical expression for the noise performance of the
continuous-time FM-DCSK modulation scheme in a linear
AWGN channel and assuming an ideal band-pass channel
filter has recently been derived [1]. If a real channel filter is
used, then the noise performance in the AWGN channel model
becomes slightly worse, as shown in Fig. 6, where the BER
for the following system
is plotted as a function of
s and RF channel bandwidth
parameters: bit duration
MHz. These parameters have been selected to obtain
a WLAN system with a data rate of 500 kb/s and with IEEE
802.11-compliant channel spacing.
, the required SNR at the demodulator
For a given
input can be calculated from (1). For comparison, the noise performance of the noncoherent frequency shift keying (FSK) [2]
and Gaussian FSK [8] modulation schemes are also plotted in
Fig. 6.
Note that the noise performance of these modulation schemes
is much worse than that of coherent binary phase shift keying
(BPSK) or coherent FSK modulation (see [2], for example).
However, recall that FM-DCSK is suitable for special applications such as WLAN and industrial applications, indoor
radio, and mobile communications, where the synchronization
requirements of coherent demodulators cannot be satisfied,
where the transmitted power spectral density must be low to
avoid interfering with other telecommunications systems, and
where multipath propagation and industrial disturbances limit
the performance of a telecommunications system. In these
applications, the noise performance is an important, but by no
means the most important, system parameter. Other properties
of the modulation scheme, such as robustness to channel
nonidealities, are more significant.
In these applications, FM-DCSK has many advantages.
• The demodulation is performed without carrier synchronization.
• It is not sensitive to the particular waveform transmitted,
so there is no need for complicated control circuitry in
the chaotic signal generator to keep the parameters of the
chaotic signal constant in the presence of temperature variations, aging, etc.
• Because both the reference and information-bearing parts
of the FM-DCSK signal pass through the same telecommunication channel, it is not sensitive to channel distortion.

Fig. 6. Noise performance of noncoherent FSK (dashed curve), FM-DCSK
and GFSK modulation schemes. For FM-DCSK both the theoretical (solid
curve) and simulated (“ ” marks) results are plotted. For GFSK the
: (dash-dot curve)
performance is given for two modulation indices:
and
: (dotted curve).

+

= 0 22

= 0 31

• It can operate over a time-varying channel if the variations
in the channel parameters are negligible over half the bit
duration.
• It can transmit pure “0” and “1” sequences, i.e., there is no
need for a scrambler circuit.
V. OPERATION IN A MULTIPATH ENVIRONMENT
In many applications such as WLAN, mobile communications, and indoor radio, the received signal contains components
which have traveled from the transmitter to the receiver via multiple propagation paths with differing delays; this phenomenon
is called multipath propagation [2], [10].
The components arriving via different propagation paths
may add destructively, resulting in deep frequency-selective
fading. Conventional narrow-band systems fail catastrophically
if a multipath-related null, defined below, coincides with the
carrier frequency.
In the applications mentioned above, the distance between the
transmitter and receiver is relatively short, i.e., the attenuation of
the telecommunications channel is moderate. The effect which
limits the performance of communications in such an environ, but deep
ment is not the additive channel (thermal) noise
frequency-selective fading caused by multipath propagation. In
these applications, the most important system parameter is the
sensitivity to multipath.
Figure 6 shows that the noise performance of FM-DCSK in
a single-path AWGN channel is better than that of GFSK, but it
is much worse than that of coherent modulation schemes. However, FM-DCSK has potentially lower sensitivity to multipath,
because the demodulation is performed without carrier synchronization and the transmitted signal is a wide-band signal which
cannot be completely canceled by a multipath-related null.
This section first evaluates the performance degradation of
the FM-DCSK modulation scheme by computer simulation for
the simplest case where two propagation paths are present with
an excess delay of 75 ns. This excess delay, i.e., the difference
between the propagation times along the two paths, is typical
for office buildings in WLAN applications [8].
A more sophisticated and comprehensive model for the simulation of radio propagation in different mobile applications has
been recommended by the PCS JTC [5]. In Section V-D, the
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multipath performance of FM-DCSK is evaluated for the most
important indoor applications including office, residential, and
commercial environments.
A. Model of Multipath Channel
The tapped delay line model of a time-invariant multipath
propagation paths is shown in Fig. 7.
radio channel having
The radiated power is split and travels along the paths, each
of which is characterized by a delay and gain , where
.
If a narrow-band telecommunications system is considered,
then in the worst case two paths exist and the two received signals cancel each other completely at the carrier frequency ,
i.e.,

Fig. 7.

Tapped delay line model of an RF multipath radio channel.

where
denotes the excess delay of the second
path.
Let the two-ray multipath channel be characterized by its frequency response shown in Fig. 8. Note that the multipath-related
nulls, where the attenuation becomes infinitely large, appear at
Fig. 8. Magnitude of frequency response of a two-ray multipath channel.

(2)
Let the bandwidth of fading be defined as the frequency range
over which the attenuation of the multipath channel is greater
than 10 dB. Then, the bandwidth of multipath fading can be
expressed as
(3)
Equations (2) and (3) show that the center frequencies of the
multipath-related nulls, the distances between them, and their
; a shorter excess delay acbandwidths, are determined by
centuates the problem.
are 91 ns for
In WLAN applications, the typical values of
large warehouses and 75 ns for office buildings [8]. If
ns, then the distance between two adjacent multipath-related
nulls is 13.33 MHz. In the case of the three IEEE 802.11-compliant telecommunications channels in the 2.4-GHz ISM band
[8], if off-the-shelf channel selection filters are used, then the
RF bandwidth of the FM-DCSK signal should be 17 MHz. This
means that at most two multipath-related nulls may appear in
any of the three channels.
Equation (2) shows that the frequencies of the multipath-reof the second
lated nulls are determined by the excess delay
path. The number of multipath-related nulls appearing in a
WLAN channel and their positions relative to the FM-DCSK
. In a real
center frequency also depend on the exact value of
may vary, thus changing the frequencies of the
application,
multipath-related nulls. To quantify this effect in the following,
but using the same multipath channel for every simulation, the
excess delay of the second path is kept constant, but the center
frequency of the FM-DCSK signal is varied.

B. Qualitative Behavior of FM-DCSK in a Two-Ray Multipath
Channel
To illustrate the effect of the two-ray multipath channel on
the received signal, Fig. 9 shows the spectra of the transmitted
s and
and received signals of the FM-DCSK system for
17 MHz, when
75 ns. The two posRF bandwidth
sible extreme cases are shown in the figure; in the first case, the
multipath-related null coincides with the center frequency of the
FM-DCSK signal, while in the second case the two nulls appear
symmetrically about the center frequency. Due to the rounded
shape of the FM-DCSK spectrum, the loss in the received energy
is almost the same in both cases. We expect, thereper bit
fore, that the multipath performance of FM-DCSK experiences
low sensitivity to the relative positions of the center frequency
and the multipath-related nulls.
It follows from the frequency response of the two-ray multipath channel shown in Fig. 8 that the required RF bandwidth
of an FM-DCSK transmission depends on the worst case exto be considered in a given application. A shorter
cess delay
delay requires larger transmission bandwidth. This effect can be
has been reduced from 75 to
seen clearly in Fig. 10, where
25 ns. In this case, if the multipath-related null coincides with
the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal then almost the
entire energy per bit is lost, resulting in a very poor BER.
C. Quantitative Behavior of FM-DCSK in a Two-Ray
Multipath Channel
Fig. 8 shows qualitatively why conventional narrow-band
systems can fail catastrophically to operate over a multipath
channel. Due to high attenuation appearing about the multipath-related nulls, the SNR becomes extremely low at the input
of the receiver. Consequently, the demodulator cannot operate.
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Fig. 10. The transmitted (solid curve) and received (dashed curve) spectra of
an FM-DCSK system if the excess delay of the second path is 25 ns.

Fig. 9. The transmitted (solid curve) and received (dashed curve) spectra
of an FM-DCSK system (a) when the center frequency of the FM-DCSK
signal coincides with a multipath-related null and (b) when two nulls appear
symmetrically about the center frequency.

The situation becomes even worse if a carrier recovery circuit
is used because a typical carrier recovery circuit, such as a
phase-locked loop, cannot synchronize with the carrier unless
the input signal level exceeds a certain threshold.
In the FM-DCSK system, the power of the radiated signal is
spread over a wide frequency range. The appearance of a multipath-related null means that part of the transmitted power is
lost but the system still operates. Of course, the lower SNR at
the input of the demodulator results in a worse BER. The special
feature of FM-DCSK that it does not use carrier synchronization
to perform the demodulation makes it even more robust against
multipath.
1) Degradation due to Multipath with Equal Attenuation of
Both Paths: The performance degradation of the FM-DCSK
system due to multipath propagation is shown in Fig. 11, where
75 ns. The solid curve marked with s shows the noise
performance without multipath propagation. To determine the
multipath performance in this example, we assume that the
transmitted signal can propagate via two paths, the gain of each
path being equal to 0.5.
We noted above that the relative positions of the multipath-related nulls and the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal
might influence the multipath performance. This effect is apparent in Fig. 11, where the model of the multipath channel
was fixed, as shown in Fig. 7, but the center frequency of the
FM-DCSK signal was varied from 2.4 to 2.412 GHz in steps of
2 MHz.

Fig. 11. Performance degradation caused by two-ray multipath propagation in
an FM-DCSK system. To change the relative positions of the multipath-related
nulls, the center frequency of the FM-DCSK transmission was varied from
2.4 GHz to 2.412 GHz in steps of 2 MHz. For comparison, the noise performance of FM-DCSK without multipath (solid curve with “ ” marks) is also
shown.

2

If a bit error rate of
is required, then the average loss due
to multipath is only 4.8 dB and the variation in the loss is less
than 1.2 dB. These results confirm our conjectures in 1997 [11]
and 1998 [12] that the FM-DCSK modulation scheme could outperform conventional narrow-band modulation schemes under
poor propagation conditions.
2) Degradation due to Multipath with Unequal Attenuation
of Both Paths: Figure 11 shows the system performance
achieved when two propagation paths exist and both of them
suffer equal attenuation. The degradation in system performance is less if the attenuations of the two paths are different;
this is illustrated in Fig. 12, where the difference between
the attenuations of the two paths is 10 dB. The performance
degradation has been determined for different FM-DCSK
center frequencies; the dashed and dotted curves correspond to
the best and worst cases, respectively. Under these propagation
conditions the average performance loss is only 2.5 dB at BER
.
3) Performance Degradation in terms of Bandwidth: The
bandwidth of the transmitted FM-DCSK signal has the strongest
influence on the multipath performance of the system. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 13, which shows the worst case performance degradation in the FM-DCSK system when the RF
bandwidth is reduced to 8 MHz. The attenuations along the two
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Fig. 12. Performance degradation of FM-DCSK due to multipath propagation
when the attenuation of one propagation path is 10 dB higher than that of the
other. The dashed and dotted curves correspond to the best and worst cases,
respectively. For comparison, the noise performance of FM-DCSK without
multipath (solid curve with “ ” marks) is also shown.

2

Fig. 13. Worst-case performance degradation caused by two-ray multipath
propagation in an FM-DCSK system when the RF bandwidth is reduced to 8
MHz (dashed curve with “ ” marks). For comparison, the noise performance
of FM-DCSK with 8 MHz RF bandwidth and without multipath is also shown
(solid curve with “ ” marks).

+

2

propagation paths are the same, the multipath-related nulls coincide with the center frequency of the FM-DCSK signal, and
75 ns. The performance degradation is about 7.5 dB at
. Recall that it was 4.8 dB when the bandwidth of
BER
the FM-DCSK signal was set to 17 MHz. As expected, the reduced bandwidth results in poorer system performance.
D. Quantitative Behavior of the FM-DCSK in PCS JTC
Channels
The PCS Joint Technical Committee has recommended a
comprehensive multipath channel model to check and compare
the performance of personal communications and mobile
telecommunications systems in both indoor and outdoor
applications [5]. In indoor applications, considered here,
channel models have been developed for office, residential and
commercial environments.
Each channel profile is given by the tapped delay line model
shown in Fig. 7. To describe the various propagation conditions,
three different channel profiles, denoted by channels , , and
, are given for each area. The JTC model assumes that the
channel profile and the channel attenuation are correlated, and it
provides a statistical procedure for selecting the channel profiles
as a function of attenuation.
Let the probabilities of selecting channel profiles , , and
be denoted by
,
, and
, respectively. In the
JTC recommendation, these probabilities are given as a function
of channel attenuation.
The piecewise-linear curves that relate the probability of selecting a particular channel profile to the channel attenuation are
,
,
shown in Fig. 14. In addition to the probabilities
, the curves are characterized by two parameters
and
and
which correspond to the channel attenuation at the two
breakpoints of the piecewise-linear curves. Note that the proba,
, and
for a given attenuation are given
bilities
by the distance between the bounding curves.
Fig. 14 shows, in a qualitative manner, the selection of
channel profile probabilities. The exact values of the five
,
,
,
, and
are given in
parameters
Table I for the indoor office, residential and commercial areas.

Fig. 14. Probabilities of selecting channel profiles A, B and C as a function
of channel attenuation in the JTC multipath channel model.

More details on the JTC multipath channel model are given in
[5].
1) Performance Degradation in Office Area: FM-DCSK
communications systems are potentially suitable for applications in indoor office areas, for example, to implement wireless
local area networks. The excess delays and attenuations of each
tap in channel profiles , and , are given in Table II.
If the attenuation of the radio channel is less than 60 dB (see
Table I) then only channel profile , i.e., a three-ray multipath
channel, has to be considered. The performance degradation of
FM-DCSK in this channel is shown in Fig. 15. The dashed and
dash-dot curves show the best and worst results, respectively, as
the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. The average loss in
.
system performance is 5.8 dB at BER
The propagation conditions in channels and are much
worse. To illustrate this effect, the frequency response of
is shown in Fig. 16. Note that due to its
channel profile
many propagation paths with widespread excess delays and
high attenuation, the channel has a large attenuation over the
whole FM-DCSK frequency band; it also suffers from many
multipath-related nulls.
In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel is
have
greater than 100 dB and channel profiles , , and
to be considered with probabilities of 50%, 45%, and 5%,
respectively, in the simulations, as shown in Table I. The
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE JTC MULTIPATH CHANNEL MODELS FOR INDOOR
OFFICE, RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL AREAS

TABLE II
EXCESS DELAYS AND ATTENUATIONS OF THE TAPS IN THE THREE CHANNEL
PROFILES RECOMMENDED FOR THE INDOOR OFFICE AREA BY THE PCS JOINT
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Fig. 16. Magnitude of the frequency response of channel profile C defined by
the JTC recommendation for an indoor office area.

Fig. 17. Worst-case performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when
the channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB in the indoor office application. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with “ ”
marks) is also plotted.

2

TABLE III
EXCESS DELAYS AND ATTENUATIONS OF THE TAPS IN THE THREE CHANNEL
PROFILES RECOMMENDED FOR THE INDOOR RESIDENTIAL AREA BY
THE PCS JOINT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

Fig. 15. Performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system caused by channel
profile A in the indoor office application. The dashed and dash-dot curves show
the best and worst results when the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. For
comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with “ ”
marks) is also plotted.

2

performance degradation of an FM-DCSK system in this environment is shown in Fig. 17. The dashed, dash-dot, and dotted
curves correspond to different FM-DCSK center frequencies:
b2.4 GHz, 2.41 GHz, and 2.42 GHz, respectively. Note that the
average loss in system performance is only 11.2 dB at BER
, even in this worst case situation.
2) Performance Degradation in Residential Area: The indoor residential area is another possible application environment for FM-DCSK communications systems. The excess delays and attenuations for the taps in channel profiles , , and
are given in Table III.
Table I shows that, in the worst case, the channel attenuation
becomes greater that 75 dB and channel profiles , , and
have to be considered with probabilities of 60%, 35%, and 5%,
respectively. The performance degradation of an FM-DCSK
system in this environment is shown in Fig. 18. The dashed and
dash-dot curves give the best and worst noise performance as

the FM-DCSK center frequency is varied. The average loss in
, even in
system performance is only 10.5 dB at BER
this worst case situation.
3) Performance Degradation in Commercial Area: The
third potential application environment for FM-DCSK for
which a JTC channel model has been developed is the indoor
commercial area. The excess delays and attenuations for each
tap are given in Table IV.
In the worst case, the attenuation of the radio channel exceeds
100 dB. Usage of channel profiles , , and have to be considered with probabilities of 50%, 45%, and 5%, respectively, as
given in Table I. The performance degradation of an FM-DCSK
system in this environment is shown in Fig. 19. The dashed and
dash-dot curves show the best and worst result as the FM-DCSK
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Fig. 18. Best- (dashed) and worst-case (dotted) performance degradation
in an FM-DCSK system when the channel attenuation exceeds 75 dB in the
indoor residential application. For comparison, the noise performance without
multipath (solid curve with “ ” marks) is also plotted.

Fig. 19. Worst-case performance degradation in an FM-DCSK system when
the channel attenuation exceeds 100 dB in the indoor commercial application.
For comparison, the noise performance without multipath (solid curve with “ ”
marks) is also plotted.

TABLE IV
EXCESS DELAYS AND ATTENUATIONS OF THE TAPS IN THE THREE CHANNEL
PROFILES RECOMMENDED FOR THE INDOOR COMMERCIAL AREA BY
THE PCS JOINT TECHNICAL COMMITTEE

• At present, only a very limited CDMA capability can be
achieved with the FM-DCSK modulation scheme [13].
In this paper, we have evaluated the performance of the
FM-DCSK modulation scheme for different propagation
conditions. Because the shape of the transmitted spectrum
has the strongest influence on the multipath performance and
interference caused to other radio channels, we have first
analyzed in detail the shapes of the spectra observed at different
points in the FM-DCSK modulator.
Due to the wide-band property of chaotic basis functions,
FM-DCSK offers excellent multipath performance. We have determined by simulation the performance of an FM-DCSK radio
system which has been designed for a WLAN application and
which operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM frequency band with an
IEEE 802.11-compliant channel spacing. Our results show that
FM-DCSK performs extremely well over a radio channel suffering from multipath attenuation. If two propagation paths with
ns, and the bandwidth of
equal attenuation are present,
the FM-DCSK signal is 17 MHz, then the average performance
loss is less than 5 dB for FM-DCSK. We re-emphasize that conventional narrow-band systems fail catastrophically under these
conditions.
The PCS JTC has developed comprehensive channel models
for simulating multipath performance in indoor applications.
Models are available for the indoor office, residential, and commercial environments. In Section V-D, we have quantified the
multipath performance of FM-DCSK in these reference propagation environments. The average loss in FM-DCSK system
performance varied from 5.8 to 11.2 dB in these applications.

2

center frequency is varied. The average loss in system perforin this worst case situation.
mance is 11.0 dB at BER
VI. SUMMARY
In chaotic modulation schemes, the transmitted signal is a
wide-band signal. The objectives of using a wide-band signal
as the carrier are twofold: 1) to overcome the multipath propagation problem, and 2) to reduce the transmitted power spectral
density in order to avoid interfering with other radio communications. In this sense, chaotic communications systems offer a
novel solution for spread-spectrum communications.
Of the chaotic modulation schemes published to date,
FM-DCSK offers the best robustness against multipath and
channel imperfections. Although FM-DCSK belongs to the
SS communications family, it differs from conventional direct
sequence spread spectrum (DS-SS) and frequency hopping
spread spectrum (FH-SS) systems in a few basic respects.
• The narrow-band carrier is not spread by an extra
spreading code but the carrier into which the digital
information is mapped is a wide-band signal.
• Because chaotic signals are not periodic, the problems
which appear in conventional SS systems due to the finite
length of the spreading code do not exist in FM-DCSK.
• Except for timing recovery, demodulation of the transmitted bit stream is performed without synchronization in
FM-DCSK, making this system much more robust against
channel imperfections than modulation schemes which require carrier synchronization.

2
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